Abstract. The concept of C-symmetry originally appeared in PT -symmetric quantum mechanics is studied within the Krein spaces framework.
that the new inner product (·, ·) C := [C·, ·] ensures the self-adjointness of H in a (possible) new Hilbert space endowed with (·, ·) C .
The description of a symmetry C for a given nonself-adjoint Hamiltonian H is one of the key points in PTQM. Because of the complexity of the problem (since C depends on the choice of H), it is not surprising that the majority of the available formulae are approximative [7, 10] and the relevant mathematically study of the concept of C-symmetry is not yet developed well.
The concept of C-symmetry in PTQM can be easily reformulated in the Krein space setting [1] . The crucial point here is that the set of all operators C in the Krein space (H, [·, ·] ) is in one-to-one correspondence with the set of all possible J-orthogonal pairs of maximal positive L + and maximal negative L − subspaces of H, where positivity (negativity) is understood with respect to the indefinite inner product [·, ·] . The existence of a C-symmetry for a J-symmetric operator H means that H has a maximal dual pair {L + , L − } of invariant subspaces. This is an underlying mathematical structure that allows one to develop mathematically rigorous study of C-symmetries.
The present paper can be considered as an introduction to the theory of C-symmetries, where the concept of operator C is consistently studied with the use of Krein spaces approach. This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, after preliminary results related to the Krein space theory, we discuss various definitions of operators C which are typically used in literature. Further, the relation between operators C and the concept of operator angles is studied and the difference between bounded and unbounded operators C is explained. Section 3 deals with the case of J-self-adjoint operators with C-symmetry. We show that J-self-adjoint operators with non-zero resolvent set may only have a property of bounded C-symmetry, that is equivalent to the similarity of those operators to self-adjoint ones. In section 4, the method of construction of C operators for J-symmetric operators with complete set of eigenfunctions corresponding to real eigenvalues is presented. We characterize (possible) nonuniqueness of the corresponding unbounded operators C with the use of extension theory of symmetric operators.
In what follows D(H) and ker H denote, respectively, the domain and the kernel space of a linear operator H. The symbol H ↾ D means the restriction of H onto a set D. Let H be a complex Hilbert space. Sometimes, it is useful to specify the inner product (·, ·) endowed with H. In that case the notation (H, (·, ·)) will be used.
2. Definition and general properties of operators C 2.1. Elements of the Krein space theory. Let (H, [·, ·]) be a Krein space with a fundamental symmetry J. For the theory of Krein spaces and operators acting therein we refer the interested reader to [5] .
A (closed) subspace L of the Hilbert space H is called nonnegative, positive, uniformly positive with respect to the indefinite innner prod-
Nonpositive, negative and uniformly negative subspaces are introduced similarly.
In each of the above mentioned classes we can define maximal subspaces. For instance, a closed positive subspace L is called maximal positive if L is not a proper subspace of a positive subspace in H. The concept of maximality for other classes is defined similarly.
Let L + be a maximal positive subspace. Then its J-orthogonal complement (i.e., orthogonal complement with respect to the indefinite inner product [ 
is a maximal negative subspace of H, and the direct sum
is a dense set in the Hilbert space H. The brackets in (2.2) indicates that the subspaces L + and L − are J-orthogonal. Denote
where J is the operator of fundamental symmetry which determines indefinite inner product in (1.1). It is easy to see that the J-orthogonal subspaces H ± are maximal uniformly positive/negative with respect to [·, ·] . Moreover, they are also orthogonal with respect to the initial inner product (·, ·) and
The subspaces L ± in (2.2) are maximal positive/negative and their 'deviation' from H ± are described by a self-adjoint strong contraction 1 T , which anticommutes with J. Precisely,
The operator T is called an operator of transition from the fundamental decomposition (2.4) to the direct sum (2.2) [12] .
The collection of operators of transition admits a simple 'external' description. Namely, a self-adjoint operator T in H is an operator of transition if and only if
The subspaces JL ± are maximal positive/negative and theirs Jorthogonal direct sum
is called dual to (2.2). The transition operator corresponding to the dual decomposition (2.7) coincides with −T . Denote by P L ± : D → L ± the projection operators onto L ± with respect to the decomposition (2.2). The operators P L ± are defined on
It is known [1] that (2.8) where P + = 
+ is a maximal negative subspace and we can consider the direct sum (2.2).
The operator C associated with the direct sum (2.2) is defined as follows: according to (2.2), any element f ∈ D admits the decomposition
The operator C associated with the direct sum (2.2) is J-self-adjoint and J-positive [5, Example 3.31]. The latter means that
The set of operators C in the Krein space (H, [·, ·]) is in one-to-one correspondence with the set of all possible J-orthogonal direct sums (2.2). If C is given, then the corresponding maximal positive/negative subspaces L ± in (2.2) are recovered by the formula
In view of (2.8) and (2.10)
The definition of C with the use of (2.10) is not always convenient because it requires a description of the direct sum (2.2). An additional analysis of (2.12) allows one to establish: 
The particular cases (the proof of equivalence of various relations between the items (i)-(iii) of the theorem) have been considered in [1] , [9] , and [15] .
In what follows we will use assertions (i) − (iii) of Theorem 2.1 as (equivalent) definitions of operator C.
This means that each operator C has the form C = Je Q and, simultaneously, the same operator C can be determined by (2.10) for a special choice of the direct sum (2.2).
Let us find the relationship between the operator of transition T from the fundamental decomposition (2.4) to (2.2) and the self-adjoint operator Q. In view of (2.12),
or, after elementary transformations, T = (I − e Q )(I + e Q ) −1 . Hence,
Corollary 2.2. The set of all operators C is closed with respect to the calculation of the adjoint operator. The operator C * is determined by the dual direct sum (2.7).
Proof. In view of statement (ii), the adjoint C * = [Je Q ] * = e Q J = Je −Q belongs to the set of operators C. The operator e −Q corresponds to the transition operator −T from the fundamental decomposition (2.4) to (2.7). Therefore, C * is determined by the dual direct sum (2.7).
2.3.
Relation between operators C and operator angles. Recall that the operator angle Θ(M, N) between subspaces M and N measured relative to M is given by (see, e.g., [2] )
where I M denotes the identity operator on M, and P M and P N stand for the orthogonal projections in H onto M and N, respectively.
By definition, the operator angle Θ(M, N) is a bounded non-negative operator on M and
This inequality can be specified for the cases where
Lemma 2.3. Let H ± and L ± be determined by (2.3) and (2.5) , respectively. Then:
where
By virtue of (2.1), H = L + ⊕ JL − . Hence, any f + ∈ H + can be decomposed:
Separation of the elements belonging to H ± , gives the system of equations y + − T z − = f + , T + y + + z − = 0, which enables one to establish that (I + T 2 )y + = f + and y + = (I + T 2 ) −1 f + . Using the decomposition of f + , we obtain
Therefore,
Corollary 2.4. The operator angles Θ(H ± , L ± ) satisfy the inequality
The operator C corresponding to the direct sum (2.2) of the subspaces L ± is bounded if and only if
Proof. In view of Lemma 2.3, Θ(H ± , L ± ) are the functions of a non-
This formula immediately leads to (2.
. The second assertion of corollary 2.4 also follows from (2.14) and the fact that an operator C is bounded if and only if the corresponding operator of transition T is an uniformly strong contraction (i.e., T < 1).
An elementary calculation shows (see, e.g., [13] ) that
On the other hand,
Therefore, the relationship between the self-adjoint operator Q in the formula C = Je Q and the operator angles Θ(H ± , L ± ) where L ± are defined by C is:
Bounded and unbounded operators C.
There is an essential difference between the properties of bounded and unbounded operators C. In particular, the spectrum of a bounded operator C coincides with eigenvalues {−1, 1}, while the spectrum of unbounded C additionally has the continuous part on C \ {−1, 1} [1] . If C is bounded, then: C = Je Q , where Q is a bounded self-adjoint operator in H; the subspaces L ± in (2.2) turns out to be maximal uniformly positive/negative in the Krein space (H, [·, ·]); the direct sum (2.2) gives the decomposition of the whole space H:
the given indefinite inner product [·, ·] generates infinitely many equivalent inner products (·, ·) C in the Hilbert space (H, (·, ·)), which are determined by the choice of bounded operators C: We will say that H has bounded (unbounded) C-symmetry if the corresponding operator C is bounded (unbounded).
The commutation identity (3.1) requires an additional explanation because C may be unbounded. Precisely, if (3.1) is satisfied, then
If C is a bounded operator, then the first and third relations are trivial since D(C) = H.
The existence of C-symmetry for H means that the J-orthogonal direct sum (2.2), where L ± = 1 2 (I ± C)H decomposes the operator H into the sum
of operators
If H is a J-self-adjoint (J-symmetric), then its components H ± in (3.2) should be J-self-adjoint (J-symmetric) operators in L ± . In this case H turns out to be a self-adjoint (symmetric) operator with respect to the new inner product (·, ·) C . Therefore, the description of C-symmetry for a J-self-adjoint (J-symmetric) operator H leads to the explicit construction of the new inner product (·, ·) C which ensures the self-adjointness (the symmetricity) of H. Proof. If H is J-self-adjoint, then H should be a closed operator in H. Let λ ∈ ρ(H). Then the operator H − λI commutes with the same operator C and D(C) ⊇ R(H − λ) = H. Therefore, C is a bounded operator.
Remark 3.3.
1. Proposition 3.2 may seem paradoxical only at the first glance. Indeed, if C is unbounded, then the new inner product (·, ·) C is singular with respect to the original inner product (·, ·). Therefore, the closedness of H with respect to (·, ·) together with the condition ρ(H) = ∅ do not fit the singular inner product (·, ·) C . For this reason, the property of unbounded C-symmetry is more natural for the case of closable (but no closed) operators.
2. The condition ρ(H) = ∅ is important in Proposition 3.2. Indeed, every unbounded operator H = C is closed (since C is J-self-adjoint), its spectrum coincides with C and, evidently, this operator has the property of unbounded C-symmetry.
The next result is a direct consequence of Theorem 1.9 in [1] and Proposition 3.2.
Theorem 3.4. Let H be a J-self-adjoint operator. Then the following assertions are equivalent: (i) H has the property of C-symmetry; (ii) H is a self-adjoint operator with respect to a new (equivalent to (·, ·)) inner product in the Hilbert space (H, (·, ·)); (iii) H is similar 3 to a self-adjoint operator in (H, (·, ·)).
The item (iii) of Theorem 3.4 allows one to characterize the (possible) existence of C-symmetry for a J-self-adjoint operator H with the use of a well-known criterion of similarity (see, e.g., [18] ). Precisely, a J-self-adjoint operator H has the property of C-symmetry if and only if it has a real spectrum and there exists a constant M such that
where the integral is taken along the line z = ξ + iε (ε > 0 is fixed). However, the relation (3.3) does not answer how to construct the corresponding operator C.
The explicit formulas for C can be derived for special classes of Jself-adjoint operators:
I. Let us assume that a J-self-adjoint operator H is J-nonnegative, i.e., [Hf, f ] ≥ 0 for all f ∈ D(H). If the resolvent set ρ(H) is nonempty, then the spectrum of H is real [5, Theorem 3.27]. Moreover, H has a spectral function E H (·) with properties similar to that of a spectral function of a self-adjoint operator [17] . The main difference is the occurrence of critical points {0, ∞}. Note that ∞ is always a critical point of H, and 0 may be its critical point. Significantly different behavior of the spectral function E H (·) occurs at singular critical points in any neighborhood of which E H (·) is unbounded.
The The operator
is J -nonnegative and J -selfadjoint with the fundamental symmetry Jf = (sgn x)f in L 2 (R). It was showed [11] that H satisfies all assumptions of Proposition 3.5.
Hence, H has a bounded C-symmetry.
II. Let H be a J-self-adjoint operator with Riesz basis of eigenvectors {f n } corresponding to real simple eigenvalues. Then [1, Theorem 6.3.7] , H has the property of C-symmetry, the corresponding bounded operator C is determined uniquely and Separating the sequence of eigenvectors {f n } by the signs of [f n , f n ]:
we obtain two sequences of positive {f 
Let C 0 be an operator associated with (4.2):
It follows from (4.3) that the operator C 0 is densely defined and C 2 0 f = f for any f ∈ D(C 0 ). However, in general case, the operator C 0 cannot be considered as an operator of C-symmetry. The matter is that the subspaces L 0 ± in (4.2) may be proper subspaces of a maximal definite subspaces L ± .
If at least one of subspaces L 0 ± loses the property of being maximal in the classes of definite subspaces (positive or negative), then the sum (4.2) cannot be domain of definition of an operator of C-symmetry with properties described in Theorem 2.1. In other words, the operator C 0 cannot be presented as Je Q , where e Q is a self-adjoint operator. Of course, this phenomenon is possible only in the case of unbounded operators C.
In order to construct a proper operator C associated with (4.2) we have to extend (4.2) to a J-orthogonal direct sum
± are maximal definite subspaces (positive and negative). Obviously, the operator C determined by the direct sum L + [+]L − will be an extension of C 0 .
In general, the mentioned extension
is not determined uniquely 4 . This leads to the nonuniqueness of unbounded operators of C-symmetry C ⊃ C 0 associated with
Therefore, the complete set of eigenvectors {f n } does not always determine a unique operator C.
In order to describe all possible extensions (4.4) we introduce the operator G 0 = JC 0 , where C 0 is defined by (4.3). 
Proof. Repeating the proof of Lemma 6.2.3 in [1] we decide that C 0 is a closed operator in H. Therefore, the operator G 0 = JC 0 is closed too. The positivity of G 0 follows from the fact that
for all nonzero f ∈ D 0 . The 'boundary condition' (4.5) is the direct consequence of the relation C Proof. Let G be a positive self-adjoint extension of G 0 such that (4.6) holds. Then C = JG satisfies assertion (iii) in Theorem 2.1. Therefore, the operator C determines the J-orthogonal maximal positive/negative subspaces L ± by the formula (2.11). These subspaces are extensions of L 
The operator G F defined as follows:
The Friedrichs extension G F preserves the lower bound of G 0 :
and it is a unique positive self-adjoint extension having the domain in 
The calculation of adjoint operators in (4.8) gives 
−1 (see, e.g. [4] ), where G K is the Krein-von Neumann extension of G 0 , we conclude that
Therefore, the required condition JG F JG F = I holds if and only if the Friedrichs extension G F of G 0 coincides with the Krein-von Neumann extension G K . This is possible if and only if G 0 has a unique positive self-adjoint extension [14] . 
for all nonzero vectors g ∈ ker(I + G * 0 ). Proof. It follows from Proposition 4.2 and Theorem 4.3 that the operator C = JG F determines a J-orthogonal sum of maximal definite subspaces L ± which is the extension of (4. Proof. The Friedrichs extension G F is an example of extremal extension of G 0 [3] . By definition, a nonnegative self-adjoint extension G of G 0 belongs to the class E(G 0 ) of extremal extensions if
(4.10)
− in H C . Now, in order to complete the proof, it suffices to verify that the span of {f n } is a dense subset of D(G 0 ) with respect to (·, ·) C .
The inner product (·, ·) C considered on L 0 ± coincides with ±[·, ·] and satisfies the evaluation
± can be approximated by span{f Proof. By virtue of (2.16) and (4.3), the normalized eigenvectors {f n } are an orthonormal system in the Hilbert space (H C , (·, ·) C ). Due to Threorem 4.5, the linear span of {f n } is a dense set in H C . Therefore, {f n } turns out to be an orthonormal basis of this Hilbert space.
Up to now we do not specify the domain of definition of the Jsymmetric operator H. Let the domain D(H) coincide with the linear span of {f n }. Then relation (3.1) holds for any operator C associated with (4.2) . If the Friedrichs extension G F determines an operator of Csymmetry (i.e., if condition (4.9) holds), then the operator H turns out to be essentially self-adjoint in the Hilbert space (H C F , (·, ·) C F ) where C F = JG F and σ(H) coincides with the closure of {λ n }. Let normalized eigenvectors {f n } ∞ n=1 of a J-symmetric operator H with real simple eigenvalues form a Schauder basis. We recall that a sequence {f n } is called a Schauder basis of a Hilbert space H if, for each f ∈ H, there exist uniquely determined scalar coefficients {c n } such that
The coefficients {c n } can easy be specified with the use of a biorthogonal sequence 6 {g n }, namely: c n = (f, g n ). Since the eigenvectors {f n } are mutually J-orthogonal and normalized, the sequence {g n } has the form g n = [f n , f n ]Jf n . Therefore, taking into account the separation (4.1) of eigenvectors {f n } by the signs of [f n , f n ], we obtain 
The operator G 0 = JC is a positive self-adjoint operator. Therefore, its Friedrichs extension coincides with G 0 . If the domain D(H) coincides with the linear span of {f n }, then H has the property of C-symmetry with the operator C determined above.
The operator H will be essentially self-adjoint in the new Hilbert space (H C , (·, ·) C ).
